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Abstract—We layout a network infrastructure that leverages
the storage and computing power of a cloud residing in the core
for collecting network status and computing multi-path scalable
video coding (SVC) streaming provisioning strategies. Therefore,
in addition to its conventional tasks in the application layer, the
cloud also gets involved in the network layer for the optimization
of routing and forwarding. We call this scheme as cloud-assisted
SVC streaming, and use it to further improve the performance
of SVC streaming by using close cooperation between cloud
and network. Compared to source-routing based provisioning,
the cloud-assisted scheme can provide more cost-effective provisioning strategies by utilizing better knowledge of network
environment together with more powerful computation power.
We then propose several multi-path provisioning algorithms for
cloud-assisted SVC streaming in heterogeneous networks. To the
best of our knowledge, these are the first proposals to work on
the problem of adaptive multi-path SVC streaming under the
bandwidth, delay and differential delay constraints. Our design
of the provisioning algorithms starts from an approach that is
based on Max Flow and an Auxiliary Graph. Several extensions
are then made based on this approach to address the situations
such as provisioning from multiple sources and provisioning in
dynamic network environments with rapid background traffic
fluctuations. Simulations in both static and dynamic network
environments show that the proposed algorithms can achieve
effective performance improvements in terms of request blocking
probability, bandwidth utilization, packet delay, packet loss rate,
and video playback quality.
Index Terms—Cloud-assisted video streaming, label switching,
multi-path provisioning, scalable video coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

O

VER the last decade, various network applications have
emerged on the Internet and pushed the network traffic to
grow at an annual rate of more than 30% [1]. In order to accommodate the increase of applications and bandwidth demands,
the Internet service needs to migrate from the best-effort model
to an integrated one that considers different quality-of-service
(QoS) requirements from data, voice and video applications
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[2]. However, due to the heterogeneity of networks and clients,
fluctuations of bandwidth, and many other challenges, service
providers still have difficulties to deliver QoS-guaranteed
service to anywhere, at any time, especially when they target
for high-bandwidth applications such as video-on-demand and
teleconference. Therefore, it has been a consensus that the
routing and forwarding protocols have to be revisited for supporting arbitrary set of end-to-end QoS requirements [2]–[7].
In the early days of Internet, routing and forwarding primarily
focused on how to deliver data packets over a single path with
the shortest length, and the routing tables were built based on
a single cost metric, such as hop-count or propagation delay.
Multimedia applications, such as video streaming, usually depend on a combination of QoS parameters (e.g., delay, bandwidth, differential delay and etc.) to offer good user experience. Very often, a single routing path in today’s bandwidth-limited Internet cannot satisfy these QoS parameters, especially
the high bandwidth requirement [3], [5]. Research works have
been trying to resolve this issue from both the networking and
video coding perspectives. From the networking point of view,
path diversity has been proposed as an effective mechanism
that aggregates network resources efficiently [2], [8], [9]. Delivering media traffic over multiple paths usually provides a more
cost-effective solution than setting up a single path that can support the total streaming capacity [5]. Moreover, path diversity
offers the advantages of better protection and faster restoration.
As shown in Fig. 1, the streaming client can collect aggregated
media traffic from multiple transmission flows for improved
user experience. This scheme becomes extremely useful when
the client is in a wireless system, where some of the connections
are more bandwidth-limited and unstable compared to the wired
ones [2]. On the video coding side, multiple description coding
(MDC) and scalable video coding (SVC) have been designed
to generate several substreams such that different levels of reconstruction qualities can be achieved with different subsets of
them [10], [11]. This property correlates well with multi-path
provisioning, and their combination can dramatically improve
the QoS of video streaming [12].
A. Scalable Video Coding (SVC)
SVC [11], [13] is the scalable extension of H.264/AVC
that supports spatial, temporal and quality scalability. Using a
layered video codec, SVC encodes a video as one base layer
(BL) and several enhancement layers (ELs). Each of these
layers can be transmitted and received independently. With the
BL, a streaming client can recover the video with low quality,
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Fig. 1. Video delivery framework by integrating SVC and multi-path provisioning.

while the more ELs it collects, the better the playback quality
will be. This property, together with a multi-path provisioning
strategy, provides an intuitive and promising solution to the
problem of how to stream a video to heterogeneous clients with
various QoS requirements efficiently [14].
B. Related Works
SVC provides service providers a remarkable opportunity to
stream videos to heterogeneous clients cost-effectively, especially in the cases where multi-path routing are integrated. To
maximize the benefits associated with this integrated scheme,
previous works have investigated a few detailed subjects, such
as multi-path routing under multiple constraints [3], [5], [15],
media-specific path selection [16], media rate allocation and
packet scheduling [7], [17], [18], peer-to-peer and multi-source
streaming [6], [10], [19], protection and restoration with path
switching [20], and data partition and video coding frameworks
[21], [34]. From the system perspective, multi-path provisioning
strategy (e.g., routing path selection and rate allocation) plays an
important role in the optimization of network resource allocation for efficient SVC video streaming, and it has yet been fully
investigated [2].
It is well-known that routing under multiple constraints is
an NP-hard problem in general [2]. Chen et al. proposed maximum flow based multi-path routing algorithms for both unicast and multicast, and utilized them to satisfy the bandwidth
requirement while minimizing the start-up delay [3]. Later work
in [15] had proposed a fully polynomial time approximation
routing scheme for better delay performance. Ma et al. proposed multi-path selection scheme that considered multiple network metrics such as bandwidth, delay and packet loss [24].
However, none of these works specifically considered the differential delay or jitter when making routing decision. When
the SVC sub-streams are delivered over multiple paths, they
may experience different delay and thus reach the clients at jittered time points. The consequent differential delay may require
a significant increase of memory in the client’s playback device and degrade the streaming quality [5]. Therefore, it has
to be well-controlled to save network element cost and to improve QoS and quality-of-experience (QoE). Recently, Huang
et al. and Zhang et al. [5], [25] have investigated multi-path
routing with differential delay constraint for network restoration
and highly-available provisioning. Nevertheless, the problem of
adaptive multi-path routing for SVC streaming with differential delay constraint is still under-explored, even though a few
multi-path SVC streaming frameworks [26], [27] have been proposed based on an overlay network infrastructure. Moreover,
since multi-path routing can make the routing and forwarding

protocols more complicated, the additional protocol overheads
from the overlay-based approaches in [26], [27] may further
limit the system’s efficiency and scalability. While multi-path
routing is also feasible in the network layer [9], it is desired to
realize the provisioning strategies with such a label-switching
mechanism (i.e., multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) [28]),
for minimizing protocol overheads.
Nowadays, wireless technology has emerged as a key enabler for providing flexible network support to various media
applications. SVC based single-path video streaming in wireless IP networks has been investigated in [14]. Chen et al. has
proposed a perception-aware single-path streaming strategy that
could transmit multiple SVC videos over IEEE 802.11e wireless-LAN with high-efficiency [29]. Multi-path SVC streaming
has been investigated for wireless sensor networks [30], wireless ad hoc networks [31], and indoor 60 GHz radio networks
[32]. Compared to wired counterparts, wireless connections are
usually more dynamic and unstable.
C. Contributions of Our Work
In this paper, we first layout a network infrastructure that
leverages the storage and computing power of a cloud residing
in the core for collecting network status and computing multipath SVC streaming provisioning strategies. Therefore, in addition to its conventional tasks in the application layer, our cloud
also gets involved in the network layer optimization of routing
and forwarding. We call this scheme as cloud-assisted SVC
streaming, and use it to further improve the performance of provisioning. Recently, we have proposed to perform multi-path
SVC streaming based on a K-shortest-path routing algorithm,
and the rate-allocation was done by mapping the SVC layers
to routing paths one-by-one [33]. However, since this approach
treated the routing of each SVC layer as an atomic operation, it
only has limited flexibility for providing SVC streaming to heterogeneous clients. Moreover, the K-shortest-path routing may
bring difficulties to rate-allocation when two or more routing
paths share links. In this paper, to extend our previous work in
[33], we propose several multi-path provisioning algorithms for
cloud-assisted SVC streaming to heterogeneous clients. To the
best of our knowledge, these are the first proposals to work on
the problem of adaptive multi-path routing for SVC streaming
with bandwidth, delay and differential delay constraints. The
proposed multi-path provisioning strategies are able to deliver
SVC video to heterogeneous clients through large-scale networks, with joint optimization of multiple metrics. Based on the
nature of SVC encoding, we define a bandwidth allocation granularity and then design the first provisioning algorithm based
on Max Flow and an Auxiliary Graph. We then prove that with
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Fig. 3. Communications between network elements for setting up and maintaining SVC streaming sessions with cloud assistance.

Fig. 2. Cloud-assisted video streaming to heterogeneous clients.

minor modifications, the proposed algorithm can also solve the
problem of provisioning from multiple sources. To further improve the efficiency of the provisioning algorithm and to make
it suitable for dynamic network environments with rapid background traffic fluctuations, we develop an extended algorithm
that uses path stacks to allocate just-enough bandwidth to SVC
streaming requests. The simulations of the proposed algorithms
in both static and dynamic network environments show that they
can achieve effective performance improvements in terms of
blocking probability, bandwidth utilization, packet delay, packet
loss rate, and video play-back quality.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II layouts the network infrastructure and protocols we will discuss
in this paper. Section III formulates the problem of multi-path
provisioning under bandwidth, delay and differential delay
constraints. The QoS-aware multi-path provisioning algorithm
that is based on Max Flow and Auxiliary Graph is discussed
in Section IV. Section V describes several algorithm extensions, and Section VI shows the simulation setups and results
for evaluating the proposed algorithms. Finally, Section VII
summarizes the paper.
II. CLOUD-ASSISTED SVC VIDEO STREAMING
HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS

IN

Fig. 2 shows the network infrastructure we discuss in this
paper. The cloud resides in the core of the service provider’s
network, and heterogeneous clients can connect to the streaming
services through various access scenarios. It is well known that
one of the most significant benefits of cloud is its elasticity such
that storage resources and computing power can be allocated to
tasks in a dynamic and cost-effective manner. We assume that
the elastic systems of the cloud has the capability of collecting
both video resources and network status proactively. To adapt
to the heterogeneity of clients, the cloud encodes video contents
with SVC and stores the results in one or more appropriate

servers. As the video coding frameworks have already been
investigated intensively [21]–[23], we will not discuss them.
By leveraging its numerous computation and storage resources,
the cloud collects and analyzes network status to compute an
optimized QoS-aware multi-path provisioning strategy for each
request. With a centralized source-routing mechanism, the SVC
video streaming service is then set up in the network-layer
using multi-path label-switching [9]. Specifically, the cloud
assigns specific labels to the content servers for encoding SVC
packets, and instructs the routers to forward the packets on
multiple label-switching paths. When network status changes,
the cloud can re-calculate the paths and update them. As the
path computation is done by the cloud but not the routers, the
re-design of routers can be avoided and significant protocol
overheads can be saved.
Fig. 3 shows communications between network elements for
setting up and maintaining SVC streaming sessions with cloud
assistance. Here, we assume that the cloud and the network are
owned by the same operator. During operation time, the cloud
collects network status, such as delay and available bandwidth
of links, which is disseminated with an existing routing protocol
(e.g., OSPF-TE). Note that since advertising network status information too frequently may cause significant overheads and
limit network scalability, we need to make a tradeoff between
precise networking monitoring and low control-plane overheads
in the designs of algorithms and protocols. When a video server
receives a streaming request, it forwards the request to the cloud
for suggestions on provisioning strategy. The cloud then computes a multi-path provisioning strategy for the request, allocates labels to streaming paths, and returns the strategy to one
or multiple servers. When a server receives the provisioning
strategy, it starts to pack the video content with the labels provided by the cloud. Meanwhile, the cloud configures the routers
along the label switching paths (LSPs) with MPLS messages.
When all these tasks are done, a streaming session is setup. The
cloud then keeps monitoring the network and performs necessary LSP adjustments by reconfiguring the routers, when there
are changes on the network status. It can be seen that one of
the major technical difficulties of this cloud-assisted multi-path
streaming scheme is How to efficiently compute multiple routing
paths and allocate bandwidth to them? We will address this
problem in the following sessions and verify our proposals with
numerical simulations.
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III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider the network under investigation as a weighted
directed graph
, where is the node set, is the
network link set.
and
represent the
bandwidth and delay on the link
from to ,
respectively. Note that the delay we consider in this work is the
combination of propagation delay and node processing delay.
We do not consider the delay caused by identifying, searching
and locating resources in the cloud. We define
as the set of
is the -th path in
feasible paths from to , and
is
the set. Then, the available bandwidth of
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Subject to:
Bandwidth Constraint:
(6)
Delay Constraint:
(7)
Differential Delay Constraint:
(8)

(1)
Decodable Constraint:
and the delay of it is
(9)

(2)

The video contents are identified with a global ID . For the -th
content,
represents the minimal bandwidth requirement of
the -th SVC layer. Therefore,
is the bandwidth requirement
of the base layer (BL), and
is the requirement of the
-th enhancement layer (EL).
Definition 1 (Bandwidth Allocation Granularity): For a content , we say is its bandwidth allocation granularity such that:
(3)
Note that choosing a proper can reduce the complexity of the
multi-path provisioning. When is determined, we have
(4)
as the number of sub-layers we need to assign to multiple paths.
Definition 2 (Path Selection): For the streaming request of
content from to , the path selection is represented by the
when the routing path set
is known. If a sub-layer
flag
of content will be delivered over
,
is 1, otherwise, it is 0.
Definition 3 (Differential Delay): Let
denotes the set
of selected paths, the differential delay of the path selection is
defined as:

denotes the maximum start-up delay, and
where
denotes the maximum differential delay.
IV. QOS-AWARE MULTI-PATH PROVISIONING ALGORITHM
We decompose the optimization formulated in the previous
section into three steps and develop a multi-path heuristic to
solve it. Algorithm 1 shows the overall algorithm, while Algorithms 2 and 3 show the details of “Phase II: Path Computation and Selection” and “Phase III: Bandwidth Allocation”
of Algorithm 1. For the graph
and the
pair
of a streaming request, we first find the maximum aggregated
bandwidth from to by computing the max-flow and then
transform the graph to the max-flow graph
[3]. The deliverable streaming capacity from to is upperbounded by the bandwidth of the max-flow
.
Algorithm 1 QoS-Aware Multi-Path Provisioning Algorithm
Inputs:
Output:

;
;

; ; ;

;

;

.

.

{Phase I: Graph Transformation}
1:compute the max-flow from

to ;

2:combine all augmenting paths to form

;

{Phase II: Path Computation and Selection}
(5)
With the definitions above, the multi-path provisioning becomes an optimization problem: Given
, for each
streaming request from to for content , the cloud needs
to find a delivery strategy that can maximize deliverable SVC
layers with
under multiple constraints. Then, the mathematical formulations of the problem is:
Objective:

3:compute multiple paths in
4:map paths in

to get

;

as vertices in auxiliary graph
based on

5:connect vertices in

6:find the maximum clique in

;

;

;

7:select paths as the vertices in the maximum clique;
{Phase III: Bandwidth Allocation}
8:allocate bandwidth based on
9:output

and

;

to the selected paths;
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Algorithm 2 Path Computation and Selection Algorithm
1:

;
;

2:
3:

;
do

4:while

;

5:
6:
7:

;
if

then
;

8:
9:

if

then

10:

insert

11:

14:
15:

;

end if

12:
13:

vertices into

;
end if
by subtracting
modify
;
of each link along
remove all links in

from the bandwidth

that have 0 bandwidth;

16: end while
17: connect two vertices in
a differential delay

if the paths they represent have
;
;

18: find the maximum clique in

19: combine all vertices in the maximum clique as

;

Algorithm 3 Bandwidth Allocation Algorithm
1: change the bandwidth of

in

to

;

2: for all SVC layers of content from the BL do
;

3:
4:

if allocate

to shortest paths in

is successful then

;

5:

turn on all related

6:

subtract allocated bandwidth from the paths in

7:

remove all paths with 0 bandwidth;

8:
9:
10:

;

else
break;
end if

11: end for
In the second phase, we compute multiple routing paths to
and use an auxiliary graph based mechanism to select
get
paths that can satisfy the QoS requirements. Algorithm 2 illustrates the details of path computation and selection. The paths
are computed with a shortest path search algorithm, such as
the famous Dijkstra algorithm, in iterations. In each iteration,

Fig. 4. Transform (a) a network topology
to (b) a max-flow
(a) Network Topology G(V,E,B,D) (b) Max-Flow
topology
Topology G’(V’,E’,B’,D’).

a path
is first validated to make sure
and
, for satisfying the QoS requirements on the
start-up delay and bandwidth. If the path is valid,
vertices are inserted into the auxiliary graph
. The bandwidth
that is associated with these paths is then removed from . After
inserting vertices into the auxiliary graph
, we connect two
vertices, if the differential delay between two paths can satisfy
the QoS requirement on differential delay. A clique of
is
a complete subgraph in it, i.e., sets of vertices that any two of
them are connected. Therefore, by searching for the maximum
clique in
, we obtain
from
, which can maximize
the streaming bandwidth under both the delay and differential
delay constraints. Finally, we allocate bandwidth based on to
the selected paths as illustrated in Algorithm 3. Figs. 4–5 show
an intuitive example of our multi-path provisioning algorithm.
ALGORITHM EXTENSIONS
A. Multi-Path Provisioning From Multiple Sources
In the previous section, we develop a multi-path provisioning scheme for SVC streaming from a single source. However, in practical cloud-assisted SVC streaming systems, the
multi-source scenario can be used to improve streaming efficiency [6], [10], [19]. As shown in Fig. 6, this multi-source provisioning problem can be easily transformed to a single-source one
by adding a virtual source into
. Specifically,
before Phase I in Algorithm 1, we add
and connect it to all
sources
using links that
and
.
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B. Multi-Path Provisioning Using Path Stacks

Fig. 5. (a) Path computation based on
; (b) construct the
based on
; (c) bandwidth allocation for a 3-layer SVC
auxiliary graph
streaming (a) Path Computation Results from G’(V’,E’,B’,D’) (b) Construct the
Auxiliary Graph G” and Find the Maximum Clique (c) Multipath Provisioning
and
Scheme for a SVC Streaming with 3 Layers,
,
.

The max-flow based multi-path heuristic may lead to a semioptimal solution for certain network topologies [15]. Moreover,
when the streaming bandwidth requirement
is much less
than the max-flow bandwidth
, a lot of computations
may become unnecessary and the performance of dynamic provisioning may be affected. To overcome these drawbacks, we
develop an extended algorithm that uses path stacks to allocate
just-enough bandwidth to a SVC streaming request.
Algorithm 4 and Algorithm 5 illustrate the path selection procedures for a sub-layer with bandwidth , from to . In
Phase I, we remove links whose available bandwidth is insufficient from
by setting their delays
to
.
The shortest paths from all nodes in (except ) to are then
calculated by applying the Dijkstra algorithm. We push in a
path stack
, calculate the lower bound
of the
path delay, and enqueue a structure that contains the combination of
, total delay
from , and
the current
in a priority queue . Phase II searches
for
shortest loop-less paths and stores them in set
as
candidates of the path selection in Phase III. For each intermediate node when moving from to , we add the minimum
delay from to to path’s current delay
as the new
lower bound
of path delay. The
is the upper bound of the routing path delay for delivering sub-layer , obtained by considering
,
, and
current path selections. In Phase III, when the candidate paths
are obtained, we select the one with the largest available bandwidth for delivering sub-layer . After assigning the routing
path, we update the available bandwidth
in
accordingly.
Algorithm 4 Stack-Based Path Selection Algorithm for a
Sublayer—Part I
Input:
Output:

,

,

,

, , ,

, ,

,

{Phase I: Pre-Computation}
1: for all
2:

if

then
;

3:
4:

do

end if

5: end for
6: for all

do
;

7:
8: end for
Fig. 6. Transformation of a multi-source streaming problem to a single-source
one.

We define this modified graph as
. By
inputting
instead of into Algorithm 1, we can obtain the
solution of QoS-aware multi-path provisioning from multiple
sources.

9:

;

10:

;

11:

;

12: calculate
based on
selection of previous sub-layers;

,

, and path
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Algorithm 5 Stack-Based Path Selection Algorithm for a
Sublayer—Part II
Input:

,

Output:

,

,

, , ,

, ,

,

Algorithm 6 Overall Multi-Path Provisioning Algorithm

{Phase II: Path Computation}
;

1:

do

2: while
;

for each neighbor

of

that does not in

do

;

6:

if

then
;

11:
then

if
go to Phase III;

14:
15:

then

else if

;

16:
17:
18:

end if

if Algorithm 1 returns

then

;
break;
end if

10:

end for

11:

if

then

12:

revert all the path selections for the current layer ;

13:

break;
else

15:

commit all the path selections for the current layer ;

16:

if QoS requirement has been reached then

17:

break;
end if
end if

20: end for

{Phase III: Path Selection}
then
return

6:

19:

19: end while

21:

apply Algorithms 4 & 5 to the sub-layer;

18:

end for

20: if

for all sub-layers of this layer do

5:

14:

end if

;

;

9:
;

9:

13:

starting from BL do

8:
;

8:

12:

2: for each layer

7:

;

7:

10:

in

4:
;

4:
5:

1: get the latest

3:

with

3:
smallest

or its QoS requirement has been reached, we stop calculating
for more routing paths. Note that when the network status has
been changed significantly, for example a congestion happens,
re-calculation of the routing paths can be triggered to avoid performance degradation.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

;

22: else
in

with the maximum bandwidth;

23:

select

24:

update available bandwidth matrix

25:

update

26:

return

in

;

if necessary;
,

, and

;

27: end if
By applying Algorithms 4 and 5 to each SVC sub-layer, Algorithm 6 shows the overall provisioning procedures for serving a
SVC streaming request from to for content . The cloud collects the available bandwidth of periodically and allocates
routing paths for each sub-layer of the request based on Algorithm 4 and Algorithm 5. When there is no path can be found

In this section, we design simulations to evaluate the proposed provisioning algorithms. We first simulate a set of
random requests on a randomly generated topology to evaluate
the performance of the multi-path provisioning algorithm based
on Max Flow and Auxiliary Graph (Algorithm 1) in a static
network without background traffic variations. It can be seen
that the proposed algorithm can effectively reduce the blocking
probability of the streaming system. To further demonstrate the
idea of cloud-assisted SVC streaming with multi-path routing,
we design a simulation scheme with a dynamic network with
background traffic variations and evaluate the end-to-end QoS
(e.g., bandwidth, packet loss, and delay) of the multi-path
provisioning algorithm using path stacks (Algorithm 6) in a
16-node grid network. It can be seen that the multi-path provisioning effectively improves the QoS performance of SVC
streaming.
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS OF STATIC NETWORK.

Fig. 8. Differential delay distributions of the provisioning from the two multipath scenarios.

Fig. 7. Static network simulation results on blocking probability.

A. Static Network Simulation
In this simulation, we compare three provisioning algorithms
(e.g., single-path, multi-path without considering the differential delay constraint, and multi-path with considering the differential delay constraint) on a randomly generated mesh topology
with 30 nodes. The source-destination pair of each request is
randomly selected. The other parameters of each request, such
as the maximum delay requirement, the differential delay requirement and the bandwidth requirement, are also randomly
generated. Table I shows the simulation parameters. The singlepath algorithm tries to find a single feasible path under the bandwidth and maximum delay constraints, while multi-path algorithms can allocate multiple paths to one request. To obtain sufficient statistical accuracy in the simulations, we simulated 64
requests sets and average the results to get each data point in
Figs. 7–9. Figs. 7 and 8 show the results on the blocking probability and bandwidth utilization. Note that we count it as a
blocking instance if the differential delay requirement cannot
be satisfied in the multi-path scenarios. It can be seen that as the
number of requests increases, multi-path based algorithms outperform the single-path one by yielding lower blocking probability. Between the two multi-path algorithms, our proposed algorithm provides the lowest blocking probability. From Fig. 8
we can also see that the proposed algorithm achieves the best
utilization of the network bandwidth. Fig. 9 shows the detailed
differential delay distributions of the provisioning from the two
multi-path scenarios. It can be seen that the scenario that considers the differential delay constraint successfully controls the
differential delay of the multi-path provisioning of the requests
below the pre-set threshold.

Fig. 9. Simulation setup of dynamic network.

B. Dynamic Network Simulation
Fig. 10 shows the setup for dynamic network simulation, and
the core network topology is a 4 4 grid. The cloud resides in
the core network and we assume that it has the capability to collect network status proactively and provide streaming strategies
for the video provider. To emulate the practical case, we introduce a random delay to the collection process for simulating
the message propagation delay in the network. At the edge of
the network, a video subscriber, and several background servers
and clients are presented. The background servers and clients
are set up for background traffic variations. These background
traffics follow the Poisson process. Other simulation parameters
are shown in Table II.
Figs. 11–13 show the comparisons of the streaming bandwidth, packet delay, and packet loss rate from our proposed
multi-path provisioning algorithm to those from a single-path
one with the conventional shortest path strategy. A video packet
will be considered to be lost if it can not be received before
the decoding deadline. We use three SVC layers for the simulation, one base layer (BL) and two enhancement layers (i.e., EL1
and EL2). These simulation results show that in the single-path
scenario, the three SVC layers suffer from similar congestions
when bursty background traffic is present. This will lead to
mosaics or freezing on subscribers’ playback devices and de-
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the subscriber’s streaming bandwidth for SVC layers.

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS OF DYNAMIC NETWORK.

Fig. 12. Comparison on the subscriber’s packet loss rate for SVC layers (a)
Conventional Single-Path Routing Delivery Strategy (b) Multi-Path Routing
Delivery Strategy.

Fig. 13. Comparison of the subscriber’s playback quality (a) Conventional
Single-Path Routing Delivery Strategy (b) Multi-Path Routing Delivery
Strategy.

Fig. 11. Comparison of the subscriber’s packet delay for SVC layers (a) Conventional Single-Path Routing Delivery Strategy (b) Multi-Path Routing Delivery Strategy.

grade their quality of experience (QoE). On the other hand, the
multi-path scheme can avoid the congestions in most of the

cases. However, in Figs. 12–13, the delay and packet loss rate of
the multipath scheme can still increase suddenly at several time
points. This is mainly due to the latency in network status collection and processing. When the network status changes faster
than the monitoring scheme, the algorithm may have difficulty
to adjust the provisioning scheme on time and congestion can
still happen. More sophisticated monitoring schemes, such as
adaptive sampling, may solve this problem and we will investigate them in future works. Fig. 14 shows the playback quality of
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the subscriber’s playback quality.

a video clip with the single- and multi-path scenarios. The period of smooth streaming, moderate quality degradation (noticeable mosaics), and severe quality degradation (video freezing)
are plotted for both scenarios. It can be seen that multi-path
scheme provides a much better streaming quality and user experience, when compared to the single-path one.
VI. CONCLUSION
We laid out a network infrastructure that leveraged the
storage and computing power of a cloud residing in the core
for collecting network status and computing multi-path scalable video coding (SVC) streaming provisioning strategies.
Compared to the source-routing based provisioning in the
video servers, this cloud-assisted scheme could provide more
cost-effective strategies with better knowledge of network
environment and more powerful computation power, especially
when streaming to heterogeneous clients became necessary.
To realize the multi-path provisioning with high efficiency,
we then proposed several algorithms for cloud-assisted SVC
streaming in heterogeneous networks. To the best of our knowledge, these were the first proposals to work on the problem of
adaptive multi-path routing for SVC streaming with bandwidth,
delay and differential delay constraints. The simulations of
the proposed algorithms in both static and dynamic network
environments showed that they could achieve effective performance improvements in terms of request blocking probability,
bandwidth utilization, packet delay, packet loss rate, and video
play-back quality.
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